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The Teaching of Citizenship in Latin Classes
Introduction.
The teaching of Latin in our high schools is
primarily for cultural purposes as well as for
inculcating habits of careful observation and logical
reasoning,—habits, which, if acquired, are useful in
all walks of life. Moreover, other characteristics of
good citizenship may be taught and acquired in Latin
classes as well as in those of history and civics.
"Broadly speaking, all subjects in the school
curriculum contribute in some measure to training for
good citizenship." !•
Latin has many possibilities.
The qualities which the instructor desires to
engender should be carefully thought out and noted, so
that when the opportunity presents itself they may be
stressed or practised. Mahan says,
"It is the task of the school to determine first of
all what are the characteristics of good citizenship, andthen to select such traits as should be taught by the
school in order that it may train in these sociallydesirable activities." 2. J
There is no agreement yet about the qualities that
are to be stressed in high school; In fact, many schools
do almost nothing about the matter. However, a workable
list is possible.
1. Mahan, T. J. An Analysis of the Characteristics
of Good Citizenship. P. I.
2. Ibid. P. 3.
(«
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Chapter I
Desirable civic qualities which may he referred to,
stressed, and practised in Latin classes.
1. The behavior tendencies, right attitudes of mind
and body, which help citizens to live together better in
large group relationships and which may be developed to
some extent in high school Latin classes are honesty,
reliability, tolerance, clear-reasoning, perseverance, and
initiative.
2. The understandings and appreciations needed by
good citizens, which may be developed concurrent with the
teaching of Latin are: our debt to Latin and the Romans
in language, government, law, art, architecture, and
advertising; the fact that the present Italians are
descendants of the Romans and Greeks; opportunities for
work and education in the United States today; the
abolition of the old classes of society; devotion to country
above self; dangers as well as opportunities of great
wealth and power in individuals and nations; necessity of
voting, of casting one's ballot intelligently, and of
eliminating bribery; meanings of several much used and
abused abstract nouns such as "socialism," "communism, 11
and "loyalty"; effect of group antagonism on social life;
rights of minorities; necessity of taking an interest in
politics and in political parties; the advantages and
disadvantages of monopolies.

Chapter II
How these civic qualities may he developed to some
extent in Latin classes incidental to the teaching of
Latin.
1. The developing of "behavior tendencies, right
attitudes of mind and "body.
In common with all high school classes, those in
Latin furnish a number of opportunities for training in
good citizenship. Some qualities of character may he
developed, and faults, checked. In several tasks, the
pupil must work with others, In many he studies alone, and
in high school especially, much preparation is done outside
of school hours. Thus a variety of activities is provided
for developing fine character and those attitudes which
help people to live "better together In large group
relationships
.
In the preparation of home work the pupil must be
honest. The teacher may show the advantages of this
quality in Latin work, applying first, probably, the
utilitarian, and later the altruistic motive. For example,
tell the pupil that tests and College Board examinations
are all on sight work, so the ability to translate must
be developed by the pupil alone, whose power must not be
weakened by using outside help. The temptation to use
illegitimate help is probably greater in Latin than in any
other subject, since every bookstore sells for a nominal
sum printed English translations. When the pupil has
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resisted for three years the temptation to use printed
help or to solicit the assistance of older pupils who have
had the work, he has developed considerably in character.
Another occasion where honesty and fairness must be shown
is when the pupil who is reciting is having difficulty.
Those who know the answer must not give it until requested.
It takes a long time for some pupils to acquire this right
attitude of honesty and consideration for others. Although
they desire to recite they must learn to be fair by not
monopolizing the recitation.
The selfishness of some pupils in wishing for themselves
a major part of the teacher's attention may be checked and
they may be taught to realize that their share should be
only that of every other pupil in the class. They should be
fair and courteous also in criticising and correcting
recitations and board work, and in correcting one another's
short tests, such as vocabulary or forms.
In board work, where many are doing the same or
similar tasks, pupils may be trained not to look at another's
work, and in tests not to copy. In this it is necessary,
at times, to appeal to their pride and sportsmanship,
showing them the necessity of honest, independent action
and of taking the consequences of their preparation or lack
of it. High school pupils cannot be left without
supervision during tests, but it should not be necessary
to watch closely every minute.
Pupils may be trained, also, to be fair in their
i
6attitude toward cheaters. They should not try to shield
them or lie for them because they are friends. By this
it is not intended that pupils should tell, or he
encouraged to tell, on their fellow pupils, but they
should not deliberately block the apprehension of the
wrongdoers
.
Another type of dishonest action which is likely to
occur frequently among Latin students and is wrongly
regarded by many as unselfishness should be strongly
discouraged. That is the giving of homework, particularly
English to Latin sentences, by some pupils to others to
be copied. It often takes a great deal of courage to refuse,
particularly when the pupil asking is a popular member of
the class. The teacher may help by explaining to the pupils
that they would not think of demanding the cash which a
pupil received for an hour or two's work somewhere, yet they
do not hesitate to take the homework which is the pay for
the hour or two of effort studying Latin. They feel quite
above stealing money. Have them realize that stealing
homework is a similar offense, so they should feel above
that also. In these and other instances that arise
occasionally, a right attitude of honesty and fairness will
be developed in the pupils.
Reliability is a quality that Latin teachers try to
have their pupils acquire early in the course. The first
weeks of the year a constant watch and check must be kept
on preparation, and slip-shod work, whether oral or written,
•
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should be refused. Soon it will be found that the great
majority of the pupils may be depended upon to do their
work, and that the rest must be urged constantly until
they become reliable. In our large classes today it is
impossible to call on every pupil each day but we can
require reliability in preparation on the part of the pupil
and thoroughness in the work delivered.
In learning methods of translation pupils are taught
to rely upon themselves to the fullest extent possible
before they ask for assistance in converting Latin into
English. As soon as they meet a difficulty, they are urged
not to look for help until they have used all their own
resources. If it is a word of the meaning of which they
are not sure, they are trained to try to arrive at its
meaning first from the root or the English derivative, then,
if necessary, to consult the vocabulary and notes. Besides
the outside preparation sight translation in class also
develops self-reliance, since pupils have only themselves
to resort to for aid. Giving to the class reports on special
topics whiGh they have looked up likewise encourages this
self-confidence, gained from their finding themselves able
to do things.
Other opportunities for the pupils to learn and display
reliability are in their acts of obedience to the teacher's
directions and to the rules of the school and of the student
council. Practice is thus given the students in obeying
constituted authority as well as rules they themselves have
•
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made. Lord Moulton once said, *•
"The true test" of the greatness of a nation "is the
extent to which the individuals composing the nation can
be trusted to obey self-imposed law."
Another means which pupils have of acquiring
reliability is by arriving in class on time, handing work
in at the appointed day, and being punctual in reporting
to office hours when requested. When they learn that work
which is not in at the specified time is not accepted at
full value, unless illness or a similar good reason caused
the delay, and find that extra help is not given if they do
not keep their appointments to office hours, they soon decide
to be punctual and reliable.
When pupils are not doing the work of which they are
capable, teach them to realize the duty and loyalty they owe
their parents. The clothing, food, room, and spending money
which they receive from their parents cost several hundred
dollars a year. The work or service asked in return for that
outlay is the doing of school work to the best of the pupil's
ability. The teacher may have the pupils consider how near
they come to earning what they are receiving. Their parents
trust them and they should prove themselves reliable, worthy
of that trust. In a few years most of them will be out in
the world earning a living where they must give service for
the value received.
Atlantic Monthly, July, 1924. "Law and Manners," P. 2.

9The pupils may be taught, and they have many
opportunities to show, responsibility in their behavior
toward the school building, desks, appearance of room, and
class-room supplies. They should be neat about themselves
and the vicinity of their seats, and should not waste supplies
nor mar book3. The supplies and books are free, but it should
be impressed upon the pupils that they are bought with taxes
which their parents pay, so that a wasting of supplies means
an increase in taxes. This is true of all city property and
positions, so pupils should bear it in mind, especially since
they will become voters. A fair sized group can influence
the attitude and actions of the rest of the class. This they
will find to be true in later life. They can help mold public
opinion then as well as school opinion now, and should begin
to realize the responsibility of right actions and expressed
opinions
.
The pupils * attitude in the general behavior of the
class shows the degree of responsibility they have acquired
or need to be taught. When each has a sense of
responsibility for his own behavior and an interest in the
class, there is order, and there will be no confusion
whenever the teacher is called from the elass for a few
minutes. The pupils will feel that they are left on their
honor, that they are trusted, and after a little training
will usually prove reliable and will justify that trust.
A tolerant attitude may also be acquired by the pupils
—
tolerance of the physical, social, and mental short-comings
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of others. Pupils who have a tendency to laugh at another's
expressed views, defects of speech or language may be shown
how discourteous and unkind they are. Often the pupil
laughed at is superior to the others in many ways but has
missed certain advantages which the others have enjoyed.
They may show this broadmindedness on the few occasions
when they elect captains of contest teams or choose pupils
for parts in programs, making their choices on scholarship
records and qualities of character and disposition. Another
opportunity presented is in evaluating the contributions of
the Romans to modern civilization in language, law, and the
arts.
Every week there will be opportunities for practicing
acts of kindness, courtesy, tolerance, and consideration for
others, in addressing the teacher and fellow pupils, correcting
errors in recitations or board work. Pupils who are sometimes
inconsiderate, intolerant, discourteous; or unkind, not
intentionally but through ignorance, should be tactfully
corrected by the teacher and given every opportunity to
overcome these objectionable traits. If a pupil resents the
criticism of his work, he may be trained to overcome that
attitude by showing him the reason for the oriticism and the
good spirit in which it is made. Pupils trained to be
tolerant will display that attitude in evaluating the abilities
and qualities of classmates regardless of the social
connections and wealth of their families, and of thf race
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and religion of the pupils. This tolerant attitude, if
acquired, they are likely to retain in after life.
Members of Latin classes need to train and develop to
the highest possible degree in themselves the attitudes of
careful judgment, accuracy, and thoroughness toward all their
Latin work. Failures due to snap judgment are quickly
realized. If a pupil lacks accuracy in his knowledge of
forms, does not observe carefully, and is not thorough in
his preparation of the translation each day and of the
historical background of the Latin he is reading, he soon
discovers that it takes him longer to prepare his work than
it does the pupil who is sure of his forms, because he has to
take more time looking up words and he has not the general
idea of the context which the pupil who knows the historical
background has. The necessity for accuracy and careful
observation is shown by these few examples: in some verb
forms an "e" instead of an "i" means a future, not a present
tense; in some "a" means present subjunctive, in others it
is the sign of the present indicative; in many nouns, final
"e" indicates the ablative case, final H i" the dative; in one
group of nouns "is" is an ablative ending, in another it is
the accusative ending. These instances show the great
necessity for careful observation, thorough knowledge of
declensions and conjugations, and clear reasoning. Pupils
may also be taught to deliberate on the possibilities in words
or sentences and decide upon the most probable from the context
before giving an answer. Lack of clear-reasoning also brings
less satisfaction in the work because of failures and low
marks
.
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The power of clear-reasoning is acquired by all good
Latin students. If they cannot reason clearly, they drop
Latin or continue with a mere passing mark. In translating
a sentence the possibilities of the various words must be
noted and also their probable and necessary logical
relations to one another. From the context the idea in the
sentence and often in the paragraph must be reasoned out,
and a logical presentation then given. Further training in
reasoning is presented in thinking out the causes and
consequences of certain events read in Latin. Then the
actual happenings are read and pupils compare those with
their conjectures. Thus power and style of reasoning become
a habit and are used in solving difficulties outside the
classroom.
Perseverance must be acquired by all good Latin
students early in the Latin course. Difficulties are soon
met but the student must persist and overcome them if he is
to succeed in Latin. He cannot give up in the middle of a
translation passage. He must memorize forms until they are
mastered. The pupil Inclined to be frivolous or lazy will
have to change if he is to continue Latin. Each day's work
depends upon the preceding, so no periods of lack of
seriousness may be indulged in. When difficulties are
encountered, he must note the possibilities in the words,
grasp the meaning in phrases and clauses, and continue in
the Latin order to the end of the sentence where the whole
idea in the sentence will be made clear. Sometimes a
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paragraph must "be studied "before the idea is clearly
grasped, and then it may he necessary to translate once
more certain sentences in the paragraph. Effort cannot
lag; the pupil must finish the task.
Latin pupils are trained and encouraged to develop
initiative, by volunteering information in class and
suggesting special topics on which reports may be made. They
may look up English derivatives from Latin words, plan and
carry out programs in Latin clubs, and see and discuss
comparisons between Roman and modern people and events. Each
pupil is taught to do his share of reciting and correcting in
his class, to speak to the group distinctly when he recites,
to assist in the minor class duties—such as distributing and
collecting supplies , --and to give and receive criticism,
always remembering in the latter to be courteous and self-
controlled, never interrupting the pupil reciting.
These various behavior tendencies, highly desirable in
citizens, must of necessity be developed by pupils whose
success in Latin depends upon them. That this is appreciated
by writers of school texts is shown by the following statement
to pupils in a second year Latin book:
"The mastering of Latin means developing a capacity for
sustained effort, for perseverance in the face of difficulties,
for orderly procedure, for accuracy, and for thoroughness,
which you should then seek to use in the study of other
subjects and in the everyday affairs of life.
!• Gray and Jenkins. Latin for Today, Second Year
Course. P. XX.
••
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2. Needed understandings and appreciations.
All through the Latin course there are many
passages and stories read which afford opportunities to
develop understandings and appreciations that will help to
make better citizens of our Latin pupils. Most of these
will he discussed later as they occur in the work of the
different years, but a few general topics will be considered
here
.
Every pupil in the Latin classes acquired an understanding
and appreciation to varying degrees of the influence of the
Romans upon our government, laws, art, architecture,
literature, and advertising. Rome for nearly five hundred
years of her history was a republic, so, many of her methods,
mistakes, and successes have helped us to know what to adopt
and what to avoid. Great Britain's success with her colonies
is attributed by some to the classical training of her
statesmen, men who knew Rome's methods and successes in
acquiring and maintaining her empire. That knowledge may
have aided our early statesmen also. In second and third
year Latin pupils learn Rome's methods of conquest and local
and colonial government and compare it with our local
government and our administration of dependencies like the
Philippines and Alaska.
When the debt which we owe to Latin in language, literature,
advertising, art, architecture, law and government is
understood and appreciated somewhat, then the fact may be
made known with more telling effect, that the Italians of
today are the descendants of those Romans to whom we owe so
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much. There Is in them also a mixture of Greek and a
little of the eastern peoples of Asia Minor. The Italians
have that splendid inheritance through the ages, blended
occasionally, perhaps, with a little other blood. The
combination of the artistic temperament of the Greeks and
the more practical minds of the Romans who were interested
chiefly in law, government, conquests, and good roads,
produced the great minds and skills of Raphael, Michael
Angelo, Titian, Botticelli, Dante, Copernicus, Gallileo,
Christopher Columbus, and in our day, Marconi. The
realization of the connection of the modern Italians with
the Romans usually proves quite a surprise to some pupils
who have always looked upon Latin literature and the Romans
as the acme of culture and refinement but upon the Italians
as people with little culture themselves and little cultural
background, forgetting the effects of wars and economic
conditions on a country. This knowledge helps pupils in
acquiring a tolerant attitude.
The possibilities of the United States excelling in the
arts, literature, and sciences, now that leisure is becoming
available, may be appreciated by Latin pupils when they
compare conditions in Italy and America. Here we have a
mixture of the practical-minded nations like the English,
German, Swedish, and Hebrew with those of more artistic
and imaginative temperament like the French, Irish, Italians,
and Austrians. Since Italy secured such splendid results
through the centuries by this mixture of the practical with
the artistic and imaginative, the pupils will see the great
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possibilities for America. They will appreciate more
the qualities of these various nationalities and will not
feel that one nation is in all respects superior to
another. All have their excellent points. Tolerance is
aided by this realization.
Another appreciation acquired in Latin classes is that
of the opportunities for work and education afforded in
America today compared with those in Rome at the time of
the Romans. Today elementary and high school training and
in very many states university education is free to the
citizens, but in early Rome only those boys were educated
whose parents could teach them or pay for private tutors.
Few girls were educated then. Several of the extracts read
in Latin classes give opportunities for stressing these
points and indicating how present day pupils should take
advantage of the excellent opportunities offered, and show
appreciation to their parents and city by doing their best
in school and in later life taking an interest in local
affairs, at least to the extent of knowing the civic problems
and voting as intelligently as possible on issues and
candidates
.
The disadvantages under which the Romans lived because
of the classes of society, and the absence of those classes
in our country is another fact which should be appreciated
by these pupils. In the first, second, and third year Latin
work there are a number of incidents which show that Romans
of the lower classes could not rise above certain positions
in the social, political, and military life because of the
classes into which they were bom, with utter disregard of
their mental and moral qualifications. At every
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opportunity the Latin teacher should train the pupils to
value their classmates in all elections, however slight,
on their character, on what they are worth to the class
and the school, and not on the social position and wealth
of the parents, least of all on religious or racial grounds.
Pupils are doing better in this respect but there is still
room for improvement.
Beginning with first year Latin and continuing through
the course, the political history of Rome is read partly in
Latin, partly in English. The salient points are emphasized.
The pupils may be taught to notice the trend in those five
hundred years of democracy and compare^ with our one hundred
and fifty years, watching for resemblances and differences,
marking places where they think we may learn a lesson, where
we may be guided by Roman experience.
"We find in the case of the Roman commonwealth, a steady,
continuous, and consistent democratic government developing
over a period of nearly five hundred years from a small state
into a large one; from poverty to wealth; from barbarism to
culture; from loyalty to disloyalty; from faith and belief to
doubt and disbelief; from honesty to dishonesty; from
everything good to everything bad. We have only to read the
introduction to Sallust's Catilina to find a philosophical
analysis of the causes of Roman degeneration developed with
a degree of clearness and cogency which has never been
surpassed. And in many respects we can mark the same course
of development in the democracy of the present times." *•
By the time pupils have reached the junior year where
they read in detail about Cicero, Caesar, Catiline and
contemporary Romans they are old enough and have read enough
Latin and Roman history to trace many of the changes
mentioned above and to make comparisons with our own
4 Lodge, Gonzalez, The Value of the Classics in
Training for Citizenship, Columbia University, Teachers
College Record, March 1917, Vol. XVIII, No. 2.
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government, for the majority of them are studying in that
year also United States History.
"We jannot study Caesar or Cicero and their attitude
toward political convulsions of their day even in the high
school class room without studying at the same time the
universal principles of democratic government and obtaining
a background on which to measure our own history.
"The relation of the individual to the state, the
qualities of loyalty, belief, honor, and patriotism are
nowhere better displayed than in the history of the Roman
Republic
"But we can go further and see how wealth gradually
permeated the Roman society; how the Roman state yielded to
baser influences; how the Roman individual lost his sense
of civic duty, and acquired the feeling so common at the
present time that the state is something from which every
individual gets what he can instead of giving what he can
to it, that 'public office is a private snap'. Oh, yes I
that is not a discovery of the nineteenth century but a
principle of action of the first two centuries before Christ
in the Roman government.
"From the decay of individual character arose faction,
passion, ignorance, stupidity, sensuality which in time had
their effect. upon the Roman government and finally brought
it to its fall. Hence, when we study our Caesar and Cicero
in our classical courses, we learn from their study that
Rome fell at the middle of the first century B. C, not
because of Caesar, and not because of Cicero, but because
there were hardly two honest men in the governing classes
of Rome. If there had been two, peradventure, the history
of Rome would have been different. But aside from Caesar,
Cicero, and Pompey, there was only one, and he was Cato,
that most pathetic and ineffective and often most dangerous
of men, an honest man without common sense."
At various times through the Caesar and Cicero work some
of the points mentioned above may be brought forcibly to
the pupils' attention. There is no physical practising of
the duties of citizens here, but the mental impressions
cannot help having a good effect when in somewhat similar
situations which will confront these pupils in later life
they have to make decisions or help shape policies in the
interests of the city, state, or nation. When they trace
1-
Ibid
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the steps leading to the fall of the Roman republic and
note which have counterparts in our republic, have them
consider what differences exist and what remedies can he
applied to avert a similar fate. Such things will show
them the necessity of taking an interest in political
affairs and of voting intelligently.
The other understandings and appreciations mentioned
on page 3 will he discussed in detail in speaking about
the lessons of the year where they can best be treated.
#
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Chapter III
The application of the teaching of citizenship in first
year Latin work.
Most first year Latin books published since the report
of the Classical Investigation in 1924 contain >aueh material
which may be used in training for citizenship, especially in
teaching needed appreciations and understandings. Almost all
the old type books contain very little connected Latin
translation passages, and those that are used have little
value from a citizenship standpoint, so the following
references are to books published since 1924 and to older
books revised by the addition of the material suggested by
the Classical Investigation Committee.
An appreciation of educational opportunities offered to
students today may be increased when the class reads about
the education of a Roman girl and compares it with that of
the girl today. Very few Roman girls received an education
even in reading and writing. Their training was confined
almost exclusively to household duties. The many pleasures
which they were denied may be realized by our pupils.
When they read about the design and arrangement of the
rooms in a Roman house, and about the very narrow streets
with the dangers from fire and accident, pupils realize what
is being done for their comfort and health today.
Some of the good roads and bridges which the Romans built
are described, and should be an inspiration to the pupils.
Parts of the Appian Way, built over two thousand years ago,
1
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are still in use. The Romans knew the secret of good road
building a good foundation. A contrast with many roads
today may be made, where large amounts of money are wasted
because of shallow foundations. Roman stone bridges are
still in use in places in Italy, Switzerland, and southern
France, and are objects of beauty as well as practical.
One lesson tells about the classes of society in Rome,
patricians and plebeians, a social distinction which still
exists in Europe. No plebeian, however gifted or ambitious,
could become a patrician or hold certain offices in the
state or army. By comparing this fact with conditions here,
where ability, character, and ambition will carry one to
almost any desired position, pupils will begin to appreciate
the democracy of their country and to feel that they should
give their best services to it.
When pupils read about the education of the Roman boy
and learn that almost all teachers were slaves, often Greek
slaves better educated than their Roman masters, and learn
about the country estate of a wealthy Roman where all
business was transacted by slaves or freedmen, they begin to
realize what it means to live in America where the dignity
of labor is upheld, where work is no disgrace. It was
fortunate for us and the world that
"America came into the conviction that work and
not leisure was the symbol of worth and the measure of
equality." 1#
Graham, Edward K. Education and Citizenship. P. 75.
#
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A Roman patrician might be a lawyer, a politician, or an
army officer; all other professions and business were
considered fit only for plebeians and slaves. Today in
America all work is honorable. Pupils must be urged to
maintain that attitude and guard against snobbishness
which is beginning to appear and is noticeable in some
advertising. We should keep in mind the words of Carlyle,
"There is a perennial nobleness and sacredness . in work."
The pupils will realize that they have the same
opportunities as their anoestors, and should make the most
of them.
"To the oppressed it (America) meant a clear pathway
to merit of whatever kind; it meant having an infinite chance
and knowing you had it." 2.
America should always stand for that. There should be
no discrimination because of race, color, or creed.
The Roman attitude toward war may be contrasted with
the changing attitude today, and some mention made, by
pupils if possible, of the advantages of arbitration which
the Romans never considered, for to them, might was always
right
.
Stories are read about Roman gods and goddesses. The
effect of the deep religious feeling of the Romans on their
characters should be pointed out; it had much to do with
their success. The pupils may be told that in those
centuries before Christ the Jews were the only people who
worshipped the one God. While the Romans worshipped many
x# Ibid. Page 73
2
« Ibid. Page 51
•
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gods and goddesses, it was the belief in a divine power
that gave them strength of character. They did not feel
that they were sufficient unto themselves.
When the fable of the rotten apples is read, the
moral is usually sufficiently evident. Frequently, however,
the teacher may add something pertinent, as a warning
against some dangers noticed in the class or school, or
even in the dally papers.
The accounts of contests in the Circus Maximus and
Colisseum show how highly the Romans valued good
sportsmanship and courage as well as skill, but they also
illustrate Roman snobbishness which considered human life
cheap, except that of a Roman. It was sport to them to
see one man fight to the death with another or with a wild
animal. The great contrast in the attitude toward human
life may be pointed out by pupils who cite the efforts of
organizations like the Red Cross, Welfare Leagues, milk
stations, and Tuberculosis Association to preserve life.
The story of Horatius at the Bridge should cause the
pupils to appreciate a person who is willing to give his
life if necessary to save his country. They will usually
be able to cite other instances in war and even in peace
as in the case of the men who risked their lives in
Panama to discover the carrier of yellow fever.
Mucius Scaevola, who in the presence of the enemy
put his hand in a brazier filled with live coals to display
the courage of the Romans and thus frighten the enemy so
that they would not attack, did not think of himself and
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his own comfort first, out of his city.
Mettius Curtius is another hero who should be
appreciated for his unselfish devotion to Rome. When
the oraOle declared that the crevice which appeared
in the forum could be closed only by the sacrifice of
Rome's greatest treasure, and the people decided that
their greatest treasure was their bravest spirited
citizen, he did not hesitate to leap with his horse
into the crevice to instant death. The pupils realize
that with citizens of that type Rome's greatness was
inevitable.
The story of Daedalus and Icarus reveals the necessity
of a son's obedience to his father. Icarus, who was
taught to fly by his father, disregarded the latter'
s
instructions and met an untimely death. Some children
today when they have learned a little feel that they
know more than their parents. The teacher may explain
the value of years of practical experience in life.
When reading the story of Tarpeia, who was bribed
by the enemy to show the path to the citadel, the
pupils feel that she deserved her fate. They may be
shown that it is equally traitorous for our citizens
to be bribed to vote for measures inimical to the best
interests of the city, state, or nation.
Cincinnatus is another fine type of citizen about
whom Latin pupils read. After being consul, the
highest official in Rome, he retired to his farm, but,
when in a crisis Rome asked him to be dictator, he left
his plow, was dictator for a short time until the danger
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was over, then returned to his rural life. He might have
held the dictatorship longer for personal gain but his
whole thought was for Rome. Unselfish loyalty to country
is here again impressed upon the pupils.
When they read about the contest between the three
Horatii and three Curiatii who represented their cities
so that the latter would not be weakened by a war
involving all the citizens, the teacher may connect that
with the modern efforts toward arbitration, showing the
greater justice, in addition to the saving of lives, of
having a group settle differences by arbitration rather
than by physical strength.
Cornelia in answering a friend who was displaying
her Jewels, showed her sons as her Jewels. Something
may be said in this lesson to help the pupils appreciate
fine character and to look for that rather than wealth
in their friends and in selecting candidates for office
in school and out. Those sons were the Gracchi who did
so much for Rome later, especially for the poor and
oppressed, showing the result of their splendid home
training.
In reading the story of Fabric ius with the class
the teacher again has an opportunity to have the pupils
appreciate the integrity of the early Romans. Here is a
man whom the enemy were unable to bribe or to terrify.
Even when a treacherous doctor of his opponent offered
to poison his king, Fabricius refused to stoop to such
methods of winning; he had the man sent back and the king
•
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warned. Any gain made in having pupils hold up such types
as their ideal will help in citizenship, since there is so
much bribing today of people, from petty town and city
officials to national officers.
A high sense of honor, self-sacrifice, and courage are
shown in the story of Regulus. When he was brought to Rome
by his Carthaginian captors and told to urge the Romans to
exchange prisoners of whom he would be one, he refused and,
instead, urged her not to do so as the advantage would be
with Carthage. Rome had a chance to win. For his decision
the Carthaginians, as he knew they would, tortured him to
death but he bore it all for the greater good and glory of
Rome.
Other stories read which develop an appreciation of fine
qualities and a desire to possess them, are the ones about
the Fabii, the Roman clan which sacrificed itself for Rome
by undertaking a small war in which it perished while the
rest of Rome fought a greater war; the one about Decius
who let himself be the first one killed In battle since an
oracle had prophesied that, that side would win which first
lost a warrior; and the story of the four hundred in Sicily,
who, when their army was trapped, drew the enemy's attack
to them so that the rest of the army could escape. The
utter lack of selfishness in these heroes may be impressed
upon the pupils.
The influence of religion on the lives of the Romans
may be called to the pupils' attention in various stories
read throughout the Latin course. The Romans sought help
•
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from their gods in difficulties and turned to them with
thanks in victory. Their gratitude sometimes took the
form of sacrificial offerings, sometimes it meant the
erection of a temple as that to Castor and Pollux who, the
Romans thought, appeared in a desperate battle and led them
to victory. In every home there was a shrine to the
ancestral gods. The pupils will realize that the Romans
did not know about the one God, but they believed that there
was a divine power which they could not comprehend.
The discipline of the Romans, their insistence upon
obedience, is displayed in the story about Manlius, who
disobeyed his general and was condemned to death by that
general who was his father. No exceptions were made--
no partiality shown.
Latin pupils gain an appreciation of the high sense
of honor of the Romans, and will doubtless absorb some
desire to emulate it, when they read about Camillus, the
treacherous schoolmaster who led his pupils, sons of
prominent enemies of Rome, to the latter city where they
were promptly sent back by the Romans; and about Cloelia,
the girl hostage who escaped and swam across the Tiber to
Rome but was returned by Rome.
In the stories read during this first year the students
will be impressed with the qualities which made Rome great,
patriotic devotion to country, sternness of discipline,
frugality and simplicity of life, steadfastness in the face
of defeat, courage and fortitude in all circumstances,
integrity and honor in keeping her word, and respect for the
authority of parents, for the authority of state, and for the
authority of religion.
•
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Chapter IV
The application of the teaching of citizenship in
second year Latin work.
The work of the second year in Latin does not furnish
as great an opportunity for actions conducive to good
citizenship as does that of the first, yet much may be
done by appeals to the pupils' reason and emotions to
give them the right attitude toward their fellow citizens,
their community, and their country.
The Roman and G-reek myths read in Latin are chiefly
of cultural value, but several of them teach a worth while
lesson of good citizenship. A few words in addition from
the teacher will help to influence the opinion and
attitude of the pupils.
The story of Philemon and Baucis, two extremely poor
old people who shared their little with two strangers who
were gods in disguise and rewarded their hosts, shows
kindness to strangers, and avoidance of snobbishness.
Atalanta's Race indicates the power that a desire
for gold has in diverting one from a purpose, even when
the rest of one's life is at stake. Pupils may be able
to furnish parallel historical references and show the
necessity for self-control.
The myth of Ceres and Proserpina illustrates one of
the efforts of the Greeks and Romans to account for the
supernatural power which they realized existed. Here the
teacher has an opportunity to say a few words in a
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general way about God, to help offset the disbelief that
appears occasionally.
Orpheus and Eurydice point out the necessity of
keeping one's word; and the adventures of Ulysses and
his companions with Circe illustrate how the pleasures
of the world allure but can be overcome by courage and
strength of will.
The punishment of too great pride and haughtiness
is shown in the story of Nlobe and her children. We are
also made aware of the fact that we cannot be overconfident
about anything in this world; no matter how great the
surplus may be, it can be lost.
The story of Narcissus and Echo is illustrative of
the punishment that may befall undemocratic exclusiveness;
the account of Midas and the Golden Touch is indicative
of the fate that may be in store for people whose lives
are dominated by selfishness and greed, who give no
thought to anyone or anything else.
The Latin selections about early Roman family life,
especially that in the early republic, bring out
desirable qualities of character and attitudes which
may influence pupils. The selections read show the
respect in which the father was held by all members of
the family. His power in the early days was too great,
but when that was fully realized, it was modified. The
home was always sacred, being regarded as a place of
refuge. Ancestors were respected and venerated, and
those who achieved distinction were held up to their
descendants as models to emulate and if possible to
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surpass. Statues of distinguished ancestors were kept
in the living room of the home and were ever an
incentive to the youth.
The relations of master and slave have a counterpart
in "business and industry today. Excerpts read show the
affection and care of masters for their slaves, many of
these considerate masters being the most prominent
Romans. Comparison may be made with modern industries
which look after the comfort of their employees and with
others who like the harsh Roman masters exploit their
employees
.
When pupils read about education in early Rome,
the teacher may make them realize and appreciate the
advantages which they possess in having free education
open to all. Only the sons of well-to-do Romans were
educated since the state did not engage teachers. In
the early days fathers supervised the education of their
sons and where necessary the mothers taught as in the
case of Cornelia. Later, slaves had complete supervision
with a consequent breakdown in the fine Roman character.
Finally the boys were sent away to school. In the
excerpts read from Pliny the advice is given that the
best teachere be employed in the native town instead
of sending boys away to school, because youths at
adolescent age are better under the eyes of their parents.
Pupils may compare Roman with modern conditions. Parents
supervised the education, especially the home study,
much more than is done today. Now, with the radio, moving
•
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pictures, and other distractions of modern life pupils
have to shift for themselves as best they can. Even at
grammar school age many are being sent away to school.
Have pupils consider what may be the consequences for
America if the moral education of children is shifted
or neglected by parents to any appreciable extent. One
Roman custom of education is of interest to pupils.
Roman boys accompanied their fathers to the forum, the
senate, and the comitium (election). They viewed
government in action before they took part in it and
grew accustomed to manage and command. Today such a
procedure is impossible because all boys and girls are
equally entitled to the privilege but the student council
and clubs in school, and groups like the boy and girl
scouts outside, give these opportunities, and pupils will
realize that they have the actual practice in government
instead of merely viewing its being done.
Many events in Roman history, read in Latin, from
the days of the kings to the end of the republic have
citizenship value. The last king was expelled because
of his lawless tyranny. Have pupils see that tyranny
will not be tolerated, whether in government or in social
or industrial relations. Our American revolution resulted
from tyranny. Labor unions were formed because of the
tyranny of some employers.
Courage and patriotism are observed in the case of
Brutus, the first consul, who ordered the death penalty
for his own sons because they were guilty of treason in
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attempting to overthrow the consuls and restore the kings.
In the story of the secession of the plebeians the
pupils will notice, have an opportunity to consider a
little, and express their opinions about, the rights of
minorities, both locally—as they have observed them--
and nationally, as they read about them. They may also
apply the lesson to school government and clubs.
Pupils read about the Twelve Tables of the Law,
Rome's first written law modeled on Solon's. The teacher
may tell how our law is based on Roman.
The experiences of Camillus exemplify magnanimity,
forgiveness of enemies, patriotism, and foresight. He
had been exiled on a slight offense, but when Rome fell
into the power of the Gauls and was being destroyed he
was recalled. He did not harbor resentment but returned
and rescued Rome. Then when the suggestion was made that
Rome, now ruined, be abandoned, he persuaded the people
to rebuild the city.
The Roman senate displaying dignity and wisdom
impressed the envoy of King Pyrrhus as a council of kings.
It made a difference in the attitude of Pyrrhus toward
the Romans. Have pupils realize that those qualities
should exist in deliberative and legislative bodies like
their student council.
Loyalty to country, in spite of harsh treatment, is
observed in the story of Hannibal, the Carthaginian; also
faithfulness to a pledged word, even though that promise
were given to his father when Hannibal was only a child.
4
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The Punic Wars, fought between Rome and Carthage, were
caused by commercial rivalry. Because Carthage was
becoming the equal of Rome in commerce, the latter
determined if possible to destroy the former. The pupils
will find an interesting comparison between this and the
causes of the World War which are generally agreed to have
been basically commercial. At this point there is an
opportunity for a few minutes discussion on the advantages
of settling international disputes by arbitration, instead
of the age-old method of war in which might is considered
right. The League of Nations and World Court are important
steps in this direction. The teacher should have the pupils
realize that in a few years they will be voters and may be
called upon to express an opinion about those two
institutions, so they should begin to learn about them and
to consider methods of settling disputes without war.
The story of Publius Cornelius Scipio, the greatest
Roman of the Republic, exemplifies patriotism and
unselfishness in a high degree. He defeated Hannibal whom
a generation of Rome's best generals could not subdue, but
he refused perpetual dictatorship and consulship offered
to him, because he wishes to have the republic maintained
and to have the people elect their officials, as they were
still capable of doing.
When pupils read the account of Marcius Porcius Cato,
the censor, who removed from office unworthy prominent
senators and other officials, the teacher may help the
pupils to appreciate the moral courage of the man who did
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the duty which other censors dared not do "because of the
wealth and social prominence of the officials concerned.
Some of the pupils will see a resemblance to conditions
today where, in the Judgment of some officials, wealth and
social position free people from, or at least lessen, the
penalty for misconduct and even crime.
In another story about Cato, Latin pupils will
discover narrow-mindedness, injustice, and unfairness. He
was opposed to the repeal of a war measure which forbade
women wearing jewels and purple, and he resented the crowds
of women coming out asking for the repeal, saying that if
women stayed at home and were under the power of the
husbands, the men could manage the state better. Valerius
cited two instances where women had saved Rome by going
into public. The Romans then saw the injustice of Cato's
attitude and voted to repeal the law. Several modern
comparisons may be quickly made by pupils.
Many accounts read in Latin show the Romans' high
ideal of citizenship, their great love of country. Their
country was regarded as the parent of all, so they were
ready to die for it if necessary. The teacher may have
the pupils make a comparison with the United States. They
will note the intense love of country during the first
one hundred years of our republic; then the lessening of
that devotion lately and the increase of selfishness may
be pointed out by the teacher. The more mature students
may see it without assistance. Some of the national
problems being discussed by Congress, such as the tariff,
will often serve as illustration^ as will various local
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incidents. A Roman illustration read is the story of
Fabricius Luacinus who supported a personal enemy for
consul because he was better than the opponent. That
opponent was weak and Rome needed a warrior as she was
in danger. Fabricius put love of country before his
personal feelings.
Another story translated by the pupils, which contains
much fine material, is that of Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus.
Those young men of splendid character and training were
disturbed by the great number of slaves who were working
on the farms in Italy and the great numbers of Romans and
Italians who being out of work were dependent upon the
state for their existence. A few wealthy patricians had
forced the small farmers out and secured a monopoly of the
land even though there was a law against large holdings.
The Gracchi tried to enforce the law and restore the small
farms to their owners, thus making them self-supporting.
They were partially successful, but both were assassinated
before they could complete their work. A comparison may
be made by the pupils with William Lloyd Garrison's efforts
in behalf of the negro slaves, but a better parallel is
that of the monopolies in business and industry today, the
mergers and chain stores which are driving out the small
independent business men, and the great labor-saving
inventions which--llke the Roman slaves--are displacing
the workmen. The teacher may impress upon the pupils that
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the problems which they will have to face in a few years
when they are workers and voters are greater than those
of the Gracchi and cannot "be as easily solved, for machines
will remain. They should begin to think about the solution
very soon.
Latin pupils will recognize good sportsmanship in some
stories they read about Rome's relations with foreign
nations. One is that of Caius Fabriclus who refused an
offer to poison the king, his opponent; preferring to
fight openly, not treacherously, he disclosed the plot to
the king. The teacher may here dwell on the advantages to
one's character and reputation in playing all games and
winning all contests fairly and honorably.
Home's magnanimity is seen in the story read about
the freeing of Greece which Rome had conquered when it was
under Macedonian rule. Pupils will recall similar
incidents, as that of Grant and Lee at the close of the
Civil War; America's freeing of Cuba after she conquered
it from Spain; and the attitude of the United States at
the close of the World War when she refused a share in the
spoils of war.
During the second half year, Caesar's Gallic War, which
contains a number of incidents from which some civic
lessons may be drawn will be read. Before the translation
is begun, a brief account of the life of Caesar, written in
English, is read. Some of the qualities of character shown
there should be emphasized by the teacher. Caesar's courage,
%
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which pupils will note many times in their Latin reading,
was shown in early youth. At an age the same as that of
some pupils in the class, and only a year or two older
than the others, he defied the order of the dictator,
Sulla, who commanded Julius Caesar to divorce his wife
who was a niece of Marius, the rival of Sulla. Caesar,
only seventeen, refused and to save his life, for a while
left Rome. Caesar had courage and loyalty to his wife,
qualities which pupils will note all through his life in
relation to his principles and his friends. His desire
to help the people and be of service to his state are seen
in his choice of a party. Although horn an aristocrat,
he did not Join the optimates which was the party of the
aristocrats, hut the populares, the party of the people.
However, for the first forty years of his life, Caesar did
not show his real abilities or the qualities of character
which later made him famous. In these early years he was
only a politician and a popular man-about -town, not always
being scrupulous about the means to an end in winning
political advantage. When he was aedile he borrowed a
million dollars and spent it on entertainments for the people
to win their votes when he would run for consul, the highest
office at Rome. Pupils who read Cicero the next year will
contrast this attitude with that of Cicero who scorned such
means of securing votes and relied entirely upon his own
character and services to the people. But the teacher
should warn the pupils that they are not to remember that
as an outstanding characteristic of Caesar but as an
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indication of the trend of the times. Rather are they
to remember the qualities which made Caesar one of the
greatest men the world has produced, qualities which they
will note as they read his accounts of the Gallic and
Civil Wars, and which he showed afterward as perpetual
dictator in Rome. He and Pompey agreed to take for a
period of years the provinces of Gaul and Spain respectively.
Caesar kept his word, foregoing the comforts of city life,
and enduring the discomforts of camp life and military
marches in uncivilized countries. He thus showed self-
control and self-denial--as Pompey did not do. Other
qualities mentioned which pupils will watch for and note
are energy, perseverance, keenness of observation of places
and people and insight into character, courage, strictness
of discipline, appreciation and praise for the fine qualities
of his men and of the enemy, and magnanimity. Later, as
dictator in Rome, he was a great statesman and legislator.
His writings show literary genius and he is one of the
greatest generals the world has ever seen. The teacher may
emphasize the qualities which the pupils must acquire if
they are to make their lives worth while, showing the
influence those traits of character had in Caesar's success.
The nations and tribes against whom Caesar fought are
the ancestors of the nations now inhabiting those same lands.
The Romans despised all people except the Greeks, treating
the others often as little better than animals. The pupils
may be shown the fallacy of such an attitude, since pride,
power, feeling of superiority, and wealth fell some centuries
4
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later "before the very nations so despised. Temporal,
wordly circumstances are always insecure. Switzerland,
proud of her connection with early Rome, retains her
Latin name, having either Helvetia or Confederatio
Helvetica on her coins and stamps. Britannia and Hibernia
are occasionally used for Britain and Ireland.
When the pupils read the story of Crgetorix, the
Helvetian chieftain who planned to overthrow the government,
as Gallic chiefs frequently did, because he had the personal
influence and the money to hire men to carry out his plot,
the teacher may have the pupils compare that method of
government with ours where a person is secure in office
until the expiration of his term. The great injustice and
disadvantage of regarding might as right will be seen.
The attempted migration of the Helvetians from a
section in Switzerland as large as New England with the
exception of most of Maine, to central Gaul (France) for
purely economic gain may be compared with the migrations
to America by small groups seeking personal or religious
liberty—freedom from oppression. The defeat of the
Helvetians by Caesar was delayed a few weeks by the error
of Considius, one of Caesar^ lieutenants, who mistook
Roman for Gallic standards. The pupils will realize here
the losses and delays frequently consequent to snap judgment.
The character of Ariovistus, king of the Germans in
Gaul, is frequently compared with that of the Kaiser at the
time of the World War. Ariovistus, as shown by his
relations with Caesar and the Roman army and by the reports
-
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of subject people, was arrogant, insolent, domineering,
cruel, and proud. Pupils in making this comparison, made
frequently in newspapers at the time of the war, must he
warned not to condemn a whole people because of the rulers,
especially rulers who were not elected. The German people
showed themselves to he of a different character when, a few
years later, their cavalry helped Caesar to save Gaul for
Rome when all Gaul rose in revolt under Vercingetorix.
The panic which arose in the Roman army, when officers
and men wept and made their last wills because they thought
they could not survive a battle with the Germans, had its
origin in officers who received their army appointment without
military experience because of political influence. The
teacher may point out to pupils the similar consequences of
appointing people to positions because of political or social
influence rather than of merit. At times of crisis when
cool judgment and logical thinking are needed, they are found
wanting. The way in which Caesar calmed that mutiny, first
by charging the men with arrogating to themselves the duties
of a general, then by removing some fears and allaying others,
and finally by rousing the men to the highest pitch of
enthusiasm for fighting by declaring that he would go against
the Germans with the tenth legion alone concerning which he
had no doubts, showed his power as an orator and his knowledge
of "mob psychology". Pupils will see from this how crowds
are swayed sometimes for good, but sometimes--by demagogues—
for evil. They should be warned not to go unthinking with
the crowd, but to think carefully before making a decision,
trying to see both sides of a case.
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Caesar's tribute to the Belgians,
"Horum omnium fortissimi sunt Belgae"
(The bravest of all these are the Belgians), was often
quoted during the World War. The pupils will explain why
that tribute of two thousand years ago still holds. In
this connection it is well for the teacher to show a picture
of the Lion of Lucerne revealing the inscription over it
"Fidei ac virtuti Helvetiorum"
(to the good faith and valor of the Swiss), and have some
pupil tell the story of this hired Swiss guard who gave their
lives protecting King Louis at the French Revolution.
When Caesar learned that the concentration of the
Belgians near Rheims meant too large a force for him to
combat, he devised plans for drawing away the largest tribe,
following the old Roman policy of "divide and conquer."
Pupils will readily recall similar instances in our
Revolutionary, Civil, and World Wars, and in legislation,
and the teacher may emphasize the necessity for united
action on the part of those favoring any good policy or
legislation. Passivity is useless because the forces of
evil realize the value of united action.
The battle with the Nervii portrays in striking relief
Caesar's courage as he went into the first line of battle
to rally his men, and also the value of training and
discipline at the time of a crisis. In the unexpected
attack, when the regular army routine could not be followed,
the soldiers had to decide and act for themselves, and
fight in independent groups, since one general could not
c
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direct all operations. Here the teacher may emphasize
the necessity of training and discipline, of independent
thought and action in school work and in the preparation
of home work, then later in the pupil's life work and
political decisions in city, state, and nation. Explanation
may be necessary that this is not a contradiction of the
statement that united action is necessary, but is a
warning against blindly following the crowd.
In his narrative of his invasion of Germany, Caesar
tells about the powerful Suebi tribe who were communists.
There were no private or separate fields among them. One
half the men were at war each year, the other half raised
food for themselves and the warriors. The next year the
groups reversed positions, but a man never received the
same field he had two years before. The children were not
disciplined as the tribe wished them to grow up strong,
fierce warriors. The pupils will realize that such training
of children made them little better than beasts because
they would have no thought or consideration for others.
When the teacher asks for the name of the system of
government used by the Suebi, some pupils usually answer
"socialism" instead of "communism" and should then be asked
for the derivation of each word. When theij reply "communis",
(common), and "socius"
,
(ally or companion), they will
readily differentiate the words. It is well for the teacher
to take a few minutes at this point to discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of both systems, because there
are always pupils who are reading literature in favor of

them and others condemning them without knowing why. It
seems a fine thing to have all share equally in all profits
and advantages of the nation, but the pupils have not
realized that the indolent share equally with the industrious,
and that, since there can he no private ownership, the pride
of possession, the incentive to hard work, and the desire to
excel are lacking. While there are somewhat similar points
about socialism that do not seem desirable to most people,
some beliefs and practices we have actually adopted. Our
postal system and public schools are examples of socialism
as are also the gas and electric plants and water works which
are owned and operated by cities or towns. Such institutions
although admittedly socialistic are certainly too beneficial
for any good citizen ever to apply the word "socialist" in
a condemnatory tone to the individuals or governmental
bodies who sponsor them.
Dumnorix, a Gallic chieftain, brother of a chief who
was friendly to Caesar, was always plotting against the
Romans. His life was spared for years because of his brother.
Finally, when he escaped from a detention camp, Caesar
ordered him killed if he resisted arrest, and he died saying
that he was a free citizen of a free state. To Caesar and
the Romans he was a rebel as the American colonists were to
the British in 1776, but the teacher may have the pupils
see that he was an intense patriot, trying to keep his
country free instead of becoming a subject of Rome, and that
he died in the effort.
When the Roman ships reached Britain and the soldiers
hesitated to Jump from them into the uncertain depth of the
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water In the face of hostile Britons on the shore, the
standard bearer of the tenth legion, shouting that he would
do his duty "by his state and his general, jumped and started
toward the enemy. The others quickly followed. The value
of courageous, inspirational leadership is well illustrated
here.
The attacks on two winter camps of the Romans show the
difference in character, reasoning, and Judgment of the
officers. One camp under two officers was attacked
unsuccessfully. Then the enemy, giving plausible reasons,
to
suggested that the Romans go^the nearest camp, promising
them safe escort. The older officer desired to go, but the
younger was opposed. It is interesting at this point to take
a vote of the class as to whether they would go or stay and
ask several for reasons for their decision. A number will
be found to be easily influenced; others will show good
reasoning and keen Judgment. Then they will read the result.
The older officer prevailed, the soldiers left camp, were
ambushed, and all were killed. Quintus Cicero's camp was
attacked the next day, and a similar ruse tried, but
unsuccessfully. He held out until Caesar sent relief. The
students will admire the courage of the soldiers, nine out
of ten of whom were wounded but stuck to their posts; even
when they saw their possessions burning they did not leave.
They put the safety of all first.
Caesar tells of the political factions of the Gauls.
There were always two in every division from the smallest to
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the largest, in family and state. The teacher may have the
pupils comment on the advantages and disadvantages of the
system with comparisons. Some pupils will usually notice
the resemblance to our two major political parties with
similar advantages in that neither is so sure of retaining
power that it can neglect the rights of the minority, nor
can the leaders neglect the interests of their party members.
If the leader of a faction in Gaul did not protect the
interests of any client, that client, whether an individual
or tribe, went over to the other faction, thus sometimes
causing a change of leadership. A somewhat similar situation
has always existed in the United States and is noticeable
now in the tariff and prohibition issues. One tribe, in order
to gain the leadership, invited certain Germans over to help
them in a war with their rivals. They won; but the price
the Germans demanded was one third of that tribe's land,
Sequania (now Alsace). Later the Germans demanded another
third and became so oppressive that dependent tribes appealed
to Caesar for help and drew him into a war with the Germans
and Ariovistus, their king. Pupils will learn here the
danger of an alliance for temporary advantage with people or
parties who may be dangerous associates later.
In Caesar's description of the Gallic religion the strong
influence of the Druid priests is noted. To be forbidden by
the priests to take part in the religious services was the
greatest penalty that could be inflicted. This religious
influence was good. Their human sacrifices seem terrible to
us, but the teacher must remind the pupils that the chief
thing to remember is that those uneducated people believed
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in the existence of a divine power. That belief made them
a better people.
The final scene in the drama of the Gallic war is the
uprising under Vercingetorix, that gallant chief who made a
heroic effort to retain for a few tribes, and regain for the
others, their independence. One incident in that last war
which holds the attention of the pupils concerns a Roman
soldier, Petronius, who was trapped with a few companions
so that all were unable to get back to camp safely. He urged
the others to retreat to the camp entrance while he alone
fought the enemy. He was killed but by sacrificing his life
he saved his colleagues. Vercingetorix in the whole campaign
showed splendid generalship and courage. He deserved a
better fate than to be left in a dungeon at Rome for six years,
then led before the victor's chariot through the streets of
Rome and beheaded at the close of the triumph. We treat such
prisoners better today. Vercingetorix would have won against
an ordinary general, but he was not a match for Roman military
training and the extraordinary genius of Julius Caesar. The
French people, descendants of the tribes for whom he tried so
gallantly to secure independence, erected to his momory a
statue of him which still stands on a hill at Alesia.
1
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Chapter V
The application of the teaching of citizenship in third
year Latin work.
The work of third year Latin classes is chiefly the
translating of Cicero* s orations and letters, in many of which
there is much of civic value. Some third year Latin books
now "being published are including selections from other authors
besides Cicero, although the greater part of the material is
still from his writings.
Cicero himself furnishes one of the finest examples the
world has known of splendid citizenship. His country was
always his first consideration. He was ready to and did
sacrifice his fortune and his life for the good of Rome and
his citizens. He was a man of the highest moral character
and mental endowments, and had a deep faith in a divine power.
In a period of so much cynicism, he is conspicuous for his
belief in a divine power. He closes every speech with an
appeal to the gods or a thanksgiving to them, and in the plea
for Archias states his own strong hope and the reasons for his
belief that there is a life after death, that this world does
not end all. His actions and decisions in public and private
life were performed, as he himself states, for the eternal
recollection of nations, and he felt that his soul after death
would rejoice in that recollection. Pupils will appreciate
that if citizens today held that ideal of action, government,
business, and industry would be conducted on a higher plane.
In the welter of corruption at that time he stands out in
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honesty and honor like a colossus. These facts are realized
by the students as they read the account of his life and
should be emphasized by the Latin teachers equally with his
qualities as a writer, if not more so. The teacher may make
it clear that Cicero was not the politician that Caesar was,
but, a high type of citizen, he was always interested in what
was happening in politics; and he held offices. He wished to
keep his state and citizens up to their old ideals and could
not realize that the character of the people had changed so
that they were Incapable of maintaining those ideals. The
pupils should note the resemblances to and differences from
his character in attitudes of present day citizens of the
United States.
When the divisions of Roman government are read as a
background for the orations of Cicero, the Latin pupils should
compare them with our divisions, noting the advantages and
disadvantages in both. Only citizens could vote, but in
Roman days all voting was done at Rome, with the result that
few Italians outside the city went to the trouble and expense
of voting. Eesides, all voting, to be legal, had to be
finished by sunset and the result of the election announced.
The augurs also might declare the vote void if they decided
that the auspices were unfavorable. The pupils will realize
that such hindrances would throw voting largely into the
hands of politicians and their adherents. For the discussion
of political questions the people met in a contio (assembly)
but could not vote at that time. The wisdom of that will be
evident to the pupils, for those assemblies corresponded to
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ruling that no ballots be counted until the polls are closed.
The Romans had no counterpart of our Supreme Court and
Federal courts with judges elected for life; all their
Judges were elected by the people for one year, without
reelection. From that fact the pupils will realize more
clearly, when they read the Orations against Catiline, the
reason for the easy corruption of the judges. Some pupil
will usually comment that we still have occasional corruption
of judges, that the rich escape penalty more easily than the
poor; a little discussion will usually make clear that
election of judges will certainly not remedy the trouble,
that a better civic and moral education seems to be the only
cure for Injustice.
In the orations against Catiline there are a number of
sentences read from which some civic value for the pupils
may be gleaned. When the pupils read the reference to the
Gracchi, the same discussion may be held which was mentioned
on page 35 • The Cicero pupils will realize that if Roman
laws allowed reelection for the succeeding year instead of
waiting ten years, the life of Tiberius Gracchus might have
been saved. He needed another year to put his reforms into
effect, and his efforts for reelection, against the laws,
gave an excuse for his assassination. The frequent need of
two years to carry out a policy has caused many cities to
elect their mayors for a term of two years instead of annually.
The crimes of Catiline which Cicero mentions are an
indication of the character of the times, because Catiline
was able to escape punishment by bribing the judges and jury.
On one occasion Catiline, who was one of the powerful
political bosses, tried to prolong the postponement of his
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trial until the new judges were elected because his "slate"
was sure of election. The Latin pupils will see in this the
great danger in electing Judges and will appreciate the
wisdom of our method of appointing them. They may compare
Catiline to the political boss of a city district in which
criminals are powerful; however such a man today cannot exert
much influence on the whole country, while Catiline had the
possibility of gaining control of Rome and so of much of the
civilized world, thus in himself being truly a menace to the
great Koraan republic.
Cicero's religious faith and his spirit of self-
sacrifice and service were of the highest order. He ends
each speech with an appeal to the gods for protection and
guidance, and feels, that he is divinely appointed to save
Rome. He realizes fully the possibilities of danger for
himself and his family, the probable loss of his wealth and
his life, in exposing the Catilinarlans and Clodlus, but he
does not flinch. He is loyal to his state, --to the greater
good. He has that spiritual ideal of service which we
occasionally see and always admire and remember. Pupils
will usually mention Washington, Lincoln, and Wilson as
Americans who resemble Cicero in many qualities.
Catiline and Lentulus were senators, but traitorous
officials. In that it may be noted that they resemble
the officials involved in the lately uncovered oil scandals
of a recent administration. In both cases the men planned
to profit greatly by the loss to their country. Those Roman
senators, who cared not what happened to their country and
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fellow citizens as long as they profited financially and
gained the desired political advantage, stand in striking
contrast to Cicero, who embodied the highest ideal of
service to his country.
The Romans honored distinguished public service, an
act which we might well imitate. The Roman senate decreed
a thanksgiving in honor of Cicero for his services in
thwarting the plots of Catiline. We honor "bravery in war
and in life-saving and might well give similar recognition
to distinguished public service. In school, athletics have
always been honored, but only lately have we begun to award
medals or letters to students on the scholastic honor lists.
When Cicero in the fourth oration against Catiline tells
the senate not to fear for his safety, since any fate is
welcome as long as the state is safe, he gives evidence again
of his unselfish patriotism. His love for and devotion to
his family are shown when he asks the senators to protect
his family if his life must be sacrificed.
The only request which Cicero makes for a reward for
his services in saving Rome is the memory of his consulship.
He does not seek any monetary gain or public honors, but
asks only that he be remembered by the Romans and their
descendants. The pupils will doubtless be able to make
several comparisons of people who have given everything to
a cause yet have asked little or nothing in return. Some
will recall the missionaries who came with the early
explorers to this country; another readily recalled is
Jeanne d'Arc.
Cc~ton University
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The condition of affairs in reference to Catiline
became so serious that the senate passed the decree
"senatus consultum ultimum" which established martial law
and thus gave the consul, Cicero, complete power. The
extent of that power came into question, Cicero claiming
that martial law overrode the right of appeal to the people
in capital cases and the democratic party claiming that it
did not. Some pupils will recognize in this a similarity
to the disputes between capital and labor regarding the
interpretation of some laws and the extent of their
application. Cicero wishes to have the accomplices of
Catiline put to death without an appeal to the people because
he knew that Catiline, although wicked, was popular and had
a large following, and that, in addition, he and some of his
friends had much money with which the people might be bribed.
If an appeal were made to the people, the Catilinarians
would be freed and return with more boldness to their plans
of killing many prominent Romans, destroying much of the city,
and gaining control of the government. Cicero had had a hard
task arousing the senate to action and to a realization of
the seriousness of the conspiracy, so indifferent had they
become to the interests of the state. Yet the only hope of
a conviction for Catiline and his followers was in them.
A Roman Jury, as Cicero well knew, was venal, and would
have freed Catiline, just as it had done before. Every jury
and most prosecuting attorneys could be bribed in those days,
so low had the moral standards and ideals sunk. Jurymen
also favored those of their own classes. The passing of a
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law requiring some senators, knights, and tribuni aerarii
to be on each Jury panel make little improvement since
bribing continued. When pupils contrast conditions today,
with abuses then, they will realize that there is some
opportunity of securing justice now but there was none in
Rome in the first century B. C. Some will doubtless comment
that the rich still have the advantage, for, by employing
the best lawyers, they often escape conviction or at least
the full penalty; frequently through their influence the
case is not brought up for trial. The teacher should try
to instill in the pupils the feeling that when they become
voters they will do their best to secure Justice for rich
and poor like.
Another of Cicero's orations which is usually read is
the one in favor of the Manilian law, by which it was
proposed to give Pompey unlimited powers in command of the
war in wealthy Asia agpinst Mithridates. The reason given
for this conflict was to save the state revenues from the
Roman province of Asia which adjoined the kingdom of
Mithridates and was threated by him, but the real reason was
to protect private investments in Asia. Many pupils will
quickly see the similarity between that war and our wars
with Mexico and Nicaragua especially, and will readily
recognize the injustice of involving a whole country in war
to protect the investments of a few individuals. A reason
which Cicero gives in justification is that business
reverses in Asia cause a decline of credit in Rome, because
the men who lose in Asia cannot pay their creditors in Rome.
w
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That, of course, is always true. Some pupils will compare
this with the business depression now existing which "began
a few years ago. '/Then many people have little or no work,
and the profits of others are greatly reduced through a
lessening of orders, the effect is far reaching because the
first mentioned groups have much less money to spend, so
must extend the time of payment. The age old problem of
supply and demand is still awaiting solution.
Cicero speaks of the occasion when Mithridates had
fallen into the hands of the Romans but escaped while the
Roman army was plundering his gold. That was characteristic
of the times. Graft, greed, and personal gain were the first
considerations. Of minor importance were the best interests
of the country and the citizens. Many of the pupils will
realize that that is a condition existing in parts of our
country today; grafting officials are being continually
exposed. But the fact that they are being exposed is a good
sign. Letthe pupils determine when they hold office to be
honorable, honest officials. If they contemplate such things
seriously in their school days, their later life will benefit.
The daring of the pirates, before Pompey took command
against them, is described by Cicero. The fact that they
went so far unchecked was due to grafting generals sent to
conquer them, men who deposited to their own account the
money given them to secure ships and men, or used it to bribe
officials so that they might be returned to office and power.
The pupils are cognizant of the fact that in some places in
America similar people exist, as the Tweed ring of New York
and Vare group of Pennsylvania demonstrated. Such
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comparisons will cause the pupils to realize how important
it is to improve the character of our citizens, that our
republic may not go the way of the Roman.
"A sober reflection on the history of the ancient
republics might put us on our guard against many of the
dangers to which we ourselves are exposed." **
Pompey's self-control, honesty, and steadiness of
purpose are conspicuous in the corruption of his day. The
money he received to secure ships and men was used for that
purpose only, so the pirates were defeated and driven from
the Mediterranean. No loss or destruction was suffered by
the provinces through him or his soldiers. He did not turn
aside from the pursuit of the pirates to visit or plunder
any city. Those qualities "brought him success. Pupils may
be impressed with the fact that they will succeed with these
same qualities and a reasonable amount of intelligence.
Speaking of the provincial governors, Cicero tells the
people that they know under what expense and with what
conditions the governors secured their offices. This is
another situation which has a counterpart in our country.
Many officials, here as in Rome, spend, to secure the election,
more money than the position pays, and make many promises to
friends. The pupils realize that where that is done there
must be much graft in the office", the promises must be kept
even though with great difficulty.
When Roman methods of collecting taxes are compared
with ours, the pupils appreciate the fairness of our method
even though there is room for improvement in it. The Romans
! Babbitt, Irving. Literature and the American College.
P. 171
4
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let the contract for collecting taxes in a district. The
man awarded the contract collected the amount of his bid
from the provincials and as much more as he wished or could
according to his character. An honest governor collected
a reasonable additional amount as his pay, but an
unscrupulous person often took all he could wring from the
defenseless provincials.
The qualities in Pompey so highly praised by Cicero
are those still most desirable in leaders—integrity , self-
control, kindness, affability, good faith, honor, and
ability. With those qualities pupils will succeed.
"The character of the citizen has an influence on the
leadership of the state as well as on its legislation
So our young people should be taught that character is
supremely worth while on its own account, a supreme
influence in lifting the moral consciousness out of which
come good laws, and a supreme force in driving evil men
from political leadership and putting in their stead the
real lovers and honest servants of the state." *
Cicero favored concentration of power in the hands of
one man under certain circumstances, such as against the
pirates and against Mlthrldates. Hortentius, a prominent
Roman lawyer, was opposed to it at any time. When seeking
a parallel modern instance, the pupils will find the
appointment of Marshal Foch the nearest. The dictators in
several European countries resemble this case, also. A
brief discussion will disclose the advantages and
disadvantages of such concentration of power. Then the end
Hughes, Edwin H. The Teaching of Citizenship.
P. 202 and 204.
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toward which this concentration showed the tendency, will
he seen in Julius Caesar, who took permanently into his
own hands all powers of government. No one was more crushed
over the ending of the Roman republic than Cicero who
earnestly and sincerely desired to have the people retain
the right of electing their own officials. He never
realized the influence which he had in molding public
opinion to accept one man with complete powers, an influence
which he exerted when he urged them to give all powers to
Pompey. Have the pupils realize that it occasionally happens
that an honest, honorable man who lacks keen political
insight, --as did Cicero will urge seemingly innocent
measures which have far reaching evil consequences. Caesar
perceived the tendency of the times and took advantage of the
opportunities offered. Woodrow Wilson is an example of a
modern man who had high ideals of government but who, like
Cicero, lacked the politician's keen insight into ways of
achieving his desires.
In the oration for Archias Cicero pays a splendid
tribute to learning. He states his fine appreciation of
education and tells how he is indebted to books for his
training to withstand the conflicts of life. Self-made men,
he admits, sometimes reach excellent positions, in spite of,
not because of, the lack of education. A combination of the
natural gifts and training produces the distinguished
individual. Pupils know that the same objections are made
today to higher education by people who point to Henry Ford,
Edward Bok, Thomas Edison and others as men who succeeded
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without education beyond the high school. But the number
of such people is very small while the number of educated
people who succeed is much larger. There is in addition
the mental and spiritual pleasure of learning. Cicero's
tribute to learning very finely portrays it.
As a governor of Sicily, Cicero had shown himself to be
thoroughly honorable and honest, so, when the Sicilians had
been plundered by the unscrupulous Verres, they came to
Cicero for assistance. When part of this speech is read, a
comparison may be made by the pupils with our government of
the Indians.
The selections from the letters usually throw more
light on Cicero's character, bringing out his intense love
for his country and his loyalty to her and his family, his
interest in and kindness toward his slaves, his honesty and
fairness in business matters, and his consideration for
others
.
The oration for Marcellus is really for Caesar as It
is almost entirely in praise of Caesar. His magnanimity
greatly impressed Cicero and should influence the thought
of the pupils. Caesar's attitude at the end of the Civil
War which he won, was quite different from that of Marius
and Sulla, for, instead of taking vengeance on his
opponents, he forgave them and invited the most capable,
Cicero among the foremost, to accept positions under him,
for he was broad-minded enough to use in the interest of the
country, the men best fitted for the positions, regardless
of their former political or military position. This is an
attitude which pupils should endeavor to maintain.
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Toward the end of the Cicero course the pupils are
usually asked to make a brief report on a topic chosen
from an assigned list. These topics for the most part
require a comparison between our country and Rome, should
give an appreciation for the United States, and make the
pupils more thoughtful, and, possibly, better citizens.
Some of the topics are
The growing usurpation of power by the Roman senate
and the growing centralization of power in the
United States.
Roman civic duties and ours.
Roman voting and ours.
Roman government of colonies and our government of
the Philippines or of the Indians.
Legislative and judicial bodies in Rome and in the
United States.
The high civic ideals of Cicero.
Catiline and political bosses of today.
i.Carcus Tullius Cicero and Woodrow Wilson.
Pupils who have studied Latin for two or three years cannot
help being better citizens for their experience.
"The value of the study of literature, and particularly
of the Greek and Roman classics, in contributing to the
upbuilding of character, lies in the clarifying of ethical
distinctions through the analysis of concepts, characters,
and situations, and in inspiration to right conduct through
contact with the highest ideals."
We are all entitled to experience what Byron called
"The power of thought, the magic of the mind."
1. Kelsey, Francis W. Latin and Greek in American
Education Page 36.
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"Early adolescene is genuinely and passionately
idealistic. The boy is no longer a mere imitator; he is
more than hero-worshipper. He begins to discern inward
qualities and to feel the intrinsic worth of truth, faith,
and self-sacrifice." 1.
Many ideals, attitudes, and understandings have been
mentioned for these three years of Latin study. Some may
be practised; others, if merely called to the attention of
the pupils, should help in the development of a better
American citizenship.
1. Weigle, Luther A. in Hatch, Roy W. Training in
Citizenship. Page 203.
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A Comprehensive Summary
Training in good citizenship may be given in all
high school classes. The civic qualities to he practised
should be decided upon early in the year. In the
preceding pages are indicated some ways in which that
teaching may be done in Latin classes.
Chapter I.
The behavior tendencies of honesty, reliability,
tolerance, clear-reasoning, and initiative may be
developed in Latin classes, as may also the following
understandings and appreciations: the relation of the
Italians to the Romans and Greeks, opportunities for work
and education in the United States today, abolition of
the old classes of society, devotion to country above
self, dangers and opportunities of great wealth and power
in individuals and nations, necessity of voting intelligently
and of eliminating bribery, meanings of socialism and
communism, effect of group antagonisms on social life,
rights of minorities, advantages and disadvantages of
monopolies
.
Chapter II. (1).
Some civic qualities may be developed by methods
common to other classes. Pupils learn to be fair and
honest by refusing illegitimate help in preparing
assignments and in writing tests, and by criticising
••
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fairly recitations and board work. They become reliable
by doing each day's work well, by obeying directions and
rules, and by caring for school property. Tolerance is
acquired by pupils' selecting others on the basis of
ability and character, and by giving and receiving
criticism in the proper spirit. Clear reasoning, careful
judgment, and perseverance are needed to translate correctly.
Volunteering in class and planning club programs develop
initiative. These various behavior tendencies, highly
desirable in citizens, must of necessity be developed by
pupils who succeed in Latin.
Chapter II. (2).
Throughout the Latin course, in a general way there
are acquired some understandings and appreciations such as
the influence of the Romans upon our government, laws, art,
architecture, and literature. The comparison of five
hundred years of Roman democracy with our one hundred and
fifty as a republic, the noting of the weakening of Roman
character and its causes and a comparison with similar
conditions today give a consciousness of our danger and
an understanding of the necessity of an intelligent interest
in political affairs.
Chapter III.
The first year of Latin work affords several
opportunities for training in citizenship. An appreciation
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of our educational opportunities may be secured when
reading about the limited education of Roman girls and
boys, while the stories about slave labor show the
blessings of no classes of society here. The Roman war
attitude is contrasted with our efforts for arbitration.
The influence of religion on Roman character may be noted,
also the cheapness of human life to the Romans. Desirable
qualities of character may be stressed in certain stories:
courage in the narratives about Horatius and Mucius Scaevola
sacrifice of life for country in Mettius Curtius, the
Horatii and Curiatii, Regulus, the Fabii, Decius, and the
three hundred in Sicily; duty in Cincinnatus; superiority
of character over wealth in Cornelia; integrity in
Fabricius; obedience in Daedalus and Icarus, and in Manlius;
the fate of traitors in Tarpeia; and a high sense of honor
in the attitude toward Gamillus and toward Cloelia. These
stories impress students with the qualities which made Rome
great and cause them to appreciate the advantage of having
in the United States citizens of the Roman type.
Chapter IV
In second year Latin work there is much material for
developing good citizens. Desirable qualities which may
be emphasized in myths read are kindness to strangers,
steadfastness of purpose, recognition of a supernatural
power, keeping one's word, strength of will, and courage;
in addition^ the losses incurred by the undesirable
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qualities of pride, haughtiness, exclusiveness , and greed
may be stressed.
The selections read about family life show respect
for the father, sanctity of the home, relations between
master and slave, the effects of gradual relaxation of
parental supervision over education, and a boy's training
in government. A comparison with modern conditions is
easily made.
The incidents read from Roman history aid
citizenship by impressing intolerance of tyranny, courage
and patriotism, the rights of minorities, magnanimity,
dignity and wisdom in deliberative bodies, loyalty to
country and fidelity to a promise, dangers of commercial
rivalry between nations, unselfishness, and moral courage.
The decline of patriotism in home may be compared
profitably with similar conditions in this country.
When Caesar's Gallic War is studied, the qualities
which helped to make Caesar great may be emphasized- -his
courage, loyalty, service to the people, keen judgment,
self-control, energy, perseverance, strictness of
discipline, appreciation of fine qualities in others, and
magnanimity. Some knowledges and right attitudes
developed from the reading of this war are beneficial to
good citizens. These are the futility of Rome's despising
other nations, the reasons for the instability of Gallic
governments, the consequences of appointing inexperienced
people to positions of responsibility, Just tribute paid
to an enemy, the necessity of united action, the value of
i
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training and discipline in a crisis, an understanding
of the terras socialism and communism, a consideration of
the point of view in terming a person a rebel or a
patriot, the value of courageous leadership, the folly of
trusting an armed enemy, the advantage of two nearly equal
factions in a state, the danger of alliance with
untrustworthy associates, and a recognition of the courage
and patriotism of a great leader.
Chapter V.
The third year Latin classes read chiefly the
writings of Cicero, an outstanding example of splendid
citizenship. His devotion to his country, high moral
character, belief in a divine power and in a life after
death, holding of public office, and interest in
politics are an inspiration to good citizenship in the
pupils
.
An appreciation and better understanding of our
government is secured by comparing it with the Roman in
voting, extent of control by politicians, constitution,
governing bodies and governing officials with duties and
powers of each.
Some civic value may be gleaned from the orations.
Pupils are inspired by Cicero's courage in exposing the
Catilinarians , his spiritual ideal of service, his love
and devotion for his family, his simple request for
remembrance as a reward, and the Romans' honoring of
distinguished public service. The advantages are realized
i
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of a second year in office to carry out a policy and the
appointing of judges as a partial remedy against "bribing
them. Pupils begin to realize the present and future
dangers of a venal populace; of political and financial
profit sought by any means; of the indifference of a
senate dulled by wealth; of wars waged for the protection
of private investments; of grafting officials; and of
spending, in securing an office, more than the position
pays. All these have their counterpart today. Pupils
learn that they must consider the probable future results
of acts when they read how Cicero favored the concentration
of power in a specific case and did not think of the future
concentration of all power in one man's hands, thus causing
the downfall of the republic. Caesar's magnanimity
impresses the pupils when they read that he not only
forgave his enemies but appointed to positions of power
those former opponents fitted for the offices.
The materials used in the Latin classes help to produce
good citizens. Practise is given in some acts of
citizenship; even if the attention of pupils is merely
called to other right attitudes of mind and body, and to
appreciations, there should result a better American
citizenship.
Ii
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